Freshmen To Hold Mardi-Gras Dance Here. February 21

The Mardi-Gras season will invade Providence College on Wednesday night, February 21, when the freshman class will hold its annual semi-formal dance in the Harris Hall Auditorium. The dance, well-attended by 12,000, was $2.50 a couple and may be procured at the ticket booth in Harris Hall.

Music will be by the popular Joe Cost and his orchestra. A queen will be chosen by a special committee. Local freshmen workers in the freshman class, in urging a large turnout, said, "The freshman class wants to show the rest of the school that they can compete with them on a social as well as a academic view. Fresh, let's go to the freshman semi-formal." Following is the committee for the dance:

Vice President, Nicholas, chairman, Tom Walsh, Ralph Coppa, Paul Warren.

(Continued on page 6)

$15,000 Attend Penny Sale at R. I. Arena

The annual Penny Sale took place at the Rhode Island Auditorium Thursday night, February 8, and brought in about $15,000 persons attended during the course of the evening and the auditorium was well-filled. Rev. Charles K. McKenna, O.P., who was in charge of the affair, expressed satisfaction with the attendance, although there was not the press of people usual in attendance last year.

He called special attention to the excellent job done by the students and alumni who volunteered to help distribute and collect tickets, and to the entertainment furnished by winners of the Providence College Glee Club and the Providence College Orchestra.

The officiating clergy included: Lucien Olivier, 93, barton, and Rodney Delasanta, 93, acordonnet.

The first prize of five thousand dollar were awarded in a drawing of the Maintenance Department of Providence College. The second prize, a desk model, Victrola, was won by Joseph Carty of 200 Jastram St., Providence. Third prize of $50, a wedding ring set, was won by M. C. O'Neil, 119 Waterman St., Providence.

There was much confusion at the Auditorium. There were more than 15,000 in attendance and the crow and a new system of baskets on cables had been installed to carry the tickets for each series to the platform. The U.E.R. furnished special box service to Exchange Place, to the Rhode Island Auditorium and from Exchange Place in Woonsocket, which facilitated the meeting of the people attending. Father McKenna is still working on returns and will publish results as soon as they are known.

Annual Retreat Ends With Pledge to Immaculate Heart

The Providence College Barristers gained three decisions and a possible fourth at the National Invitational Tournament held at Boston University over the weekend.

The team took the affirmative against Rutgers University, Wilkes University, and Brooklyn College; defeated the negative side against the University of Denver; and defeated William and Mary. The ceremony was the concluding exercise of the annual three-day retreat and followed the crowning of the famous Pilgrim Virgin statue.

Prior to the consecration, the statue of Our Lady of Fatima, one of two such images by the Portuguese sculptor, had been venerated all night by delegations of students. Following its arrival on the campus early Tuesday evening, under the supervision of the St. Mary's Archdiocese or the Roman Catholic Diocese, it was blessed in the chapel of Aquinas Hall, Tuesday night, Feb. 7.

The student body of Providence College, assembled last Wednesday morning before the Rosary at the statue, heard the Rev. Robert J. Slavin, O.P., president, consecrate the faculty and students of the college to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. The ceremony was the concluding exercise of the annual three-day retreat and followed the crowning of the famous Pilgrim Virgin statue.
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**EASY ON THE FURNITURE**

Attention is called to the fact that there has been an unprecedented amount of breakage around the college, especially in Antoninus Hall. What goes on? Are the professors throwing chairs at the students, or are the students throwing chairs at the professors? Are Business students unhinged by the state of the nation? Are they practising to erect barricades when the time comes? Future managers and accountants should have a nice regard for property and be zealous of its protection. Arts students, who dwell on Parnassus, can not be expected to be considerate. They are unaccountable. Science students are much too preoccupied. If a student is too heavy he should diet. But, if he is not to be considered a foolhardy to suggest that Baring's books are better than theirs, I will venture to say that they are on a par with them. If that is the sort of thing the reading public wants, and the public is sure to want it, Baring can give it to them. He was serving in Paris, Copenhagen, and the Chinese front in Manchuria during the diplomatic service of his country, better than theirs. For instance, in the Russo-Japanese War. He was a reporter on the Russian side of the fighting. His comparison of Russian and English mores is nicely drawn. Russian obviously share with the Irish and other sensible people a true appreciation of the drinking man. Russian horror at capital punishment, though they have it now, is rather surprising when one considers that the Russian alternative was the Siberian salt mines. The discussion of the rhythm and mores in the Protestant, Orthodox, and Catholic viewpoints that compete, with interjections all over Manchuria, makes worthwhile reading and is free of any ungentlemanly language. Baring, like himself obviously considered the Catholic argument the best since he entered the Church in 1907, two years after the Russian adventure. In Cosa Without a Boss he has compared the English Church to an exclusive club in which new members are accepted only by invitation. He has compared the English Church to an exclusive club in which new members are accepted only by invitation. He has concluded that it is a book about Russia and the Russians, written with sensitivity and understanding, an island, as it were, in the sea of calamity unshaken by the storms of protest over the appointment of Cardinal Manning instead of an "old Catholic."

**The Literary Column**

William Plummer, '31

Consolidating information of the English Catholic authors, Evelyn Waugh and Graham Greene, it is surprising to me that no one, so far as I know, has written about the very few, the works of Maurice Baring. By so many badly informed suggest that Baring's books are better than theirs, I will venture to say that they are on a par with them. If that is the sort of thing the reading public wants, and the public is sure to want it, Baring can give it to them. He was serving in Paris, Copenhagen, and the Chinese front in Manchuria during the diplomatic service of his country, better than theirs. For instance, in the Russo-Japanese War. He was a reporter on the Russian side of the fighting. His comparison of Russian and English mores is nicely drawn. Russian obviously share with the Irish and other sensible people a true appreciation of the drinking man. Russian horror at capital punishment, though they have it now, is rather surprising when one considers that the Russian alternative was the Siberian salt mines. The discussion of the rhythm and mores in the Protestant, Orthodox, and Catholic viewpoints that compete, with interjections all over Manchuria, makes worthwhile reading and is free of any ungentlemanly language. Baring, like himself obviously considered the Catholic argument the best since he entered the Church in 1907, two years after the Russian adventure. In Cosa Without a Boss he has compared the English Church to an exclusive club in which new members are accepted only by invitation. He has compared the English Church to an exclusive club in which new members are accepted only by invitation. He has concluded that it is a book about Russia and the Russians, written with sensitivity and understanding, an island, as it were, in the sea of calamity unshaken by the storms of protest over the appointment of Cardinal Manning instead of an "old Catholic."

**The CATHOLIC PRESS**

It was Bacon who wisely stated that reading maketh the full man. But Bacon missed the boat by not adding that indiscriminate reading maketh the confused man. This failing is called to mind this month particularly. During the month of February the Church is attempting to interest more people in the value of the Catholic Press, under the patronage of St. Francis de Sales. It is also a splendid opportunity for all Catholics to take account of their reading.

The printed word, no one can deny, is usually accepted as gospel truth by the overwhelming majority of the reading public. The mere fact that a story is printed in a Catholic paper, it is considered true. Most people fail to realize, however, that a secular newspaper is usually the tool of an individual or group of individuals whose sole purpose is to gain their own peculiar end, however biased, however bigoted. In their hands daily reports of news are cleverly slanted and manipulated to the extent that unthinking readers are bent at will to accept principles contrary to the moral law. Evident enough, then, is the fact that a Catholic Press is vital to combat the glossed-over half truths expounded by most of the secular publications.

It behooves every Catholic to avail himself of the service rendered by the Catholic Press for the ultimate benefit of Church, State, and Family. It is the obligation of every Catholic to at least read Catholic newspapers, magazines, and periodicals; especially in today's world of fear and uncertainty when so many conflicting issues are continuously presenting themselves for judgment and proper evaluation. Only by these clear-cut resolutions will Catholics be certain of realizing the truth of these controversial matters that daily harrass newspaper readers.

An assembly speaker once told the students of Providence College, "Read, and you will become wise. We add to his wise observation: Read secular newspapers and you read a distortion of truth; read Catholic publications and you can't go wrong. There is no more appropriate time than this month of February, the month devoted to furthering truth through the printed word, to bring into home and dormitory the vigilant defense of our Faith. The Catholic Press.

**CAMPUS CALENDAR**

**Wednesday, Feb. 15—7:45—Social Workers Guild meeting at Aquinas Hall Lounge. 7:45 P.M.—Basketball Providence College Freshman vs. Nichols Junior College at Mt. Pleasant Gym. 9:15 P.M.—Providence College vs. St. Peter's College at Mt. Pleasant Gym.**

**Thursday, Feb. 16—7:45 P.M.—Camera Club meeting in the Rotunda of Harrkine Hall. 7:45 P.M.—Camera Club party and get together at the Club Greeter.**

**Friday, Feb. 17—8:40 P.M.—Meeting of the Blackstone Valley Club at the Irish-American Club in Pawtucket, 5:30 to 11:30 P.M.—American Dance-Meet Gras at Harkine Hall Auditorium.**
Candlelight Buffet Dinner
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Campus Broadcasting Service

150 Kilocycles

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15, 1950

4:00 Radio News


4:53 H uman Interest Excerpts,

5:08 Guest Star.

5:15 Radio Theatre of Famous Classics: "Doctor Jekyll and

5:15 Opera Action.

7:05 Are Maria Hour.

8:00 Sports Reel Theatre of the Air.

8:15 Closing Announcement and Prayer.

FRIDAY, FEB. 17, 1950

4:15 Buffalo Folk Music

4:08 Coast Guard Orchestra.

4:50 Frank Sinatras Show.

5:15 H uman Interest Excerpts, Comedy.

5:30 Musical Variations.

6:38 Guest Star

6:45 Are Maria Hour.

7:15 Soft Lights and Sweet Music.

7:50 Sports Reel Theatre of the Air.

7:30 Offer of Religious Service.

7:45 Closing Announcement and Prayer.

MONDAY, FEB. 20, 1950

4:00 Coast Guard Orchestra.

4:30 Regis Music, Muggs.

5:15 H uman Interest Excerpts, Comedy.

5:30 Musical Variations.

6:30 Guest Star.

6:45 Radio Theatre of Famous Classics: "Pillars of Salt"

7:15 Don Baker at the Organ.

7:30 Sports Reel Theatre of the Air.

7:45 Closing Announcement and Prayer.

Joint Concert Held
By P. C. and Regis

The Veridames presented a Joint Concert held at the Providence College Glee Clubs last Sunday afternoon in the main halls of the Siberia-Biltmore Hotel. A capacity audience of six hundred was present to hear the vocal renditions of the college groups.

The Leo S. Corno, O.P. directed the Veridames, Miss Kathleen Grimes, student director, led the Regis Choral Society in the chance of Miss Alice Myra, S.S.J.

The combined chorus of one hundred and forty voices, under the direction of Fr. Corno, gave a stirring performance of the works of "Ave Maria Hour," "7:15 Sir Walter Raleigh's Birthday," "Laetitia" and the ever popular "Song of the Mountain." By courtesy of the Providence College Choral Society.

Don't think for a moment that Rover doesn't like it. Don't desert us. Be human.

200 Attend Dance
Of Blackstone Club

The Blackstone Valley Club of Providence College held its midwinter informal dance last Wednesday evening, Feb. 8, at the Oak Hill Tennis Club in Pawtucket, with an estimated attendance of 200 persons at the affair.

The hall was bedecked with decorations bordering upon a Valentine theme. The Blackstone Valley Club of Providence College held its midwinter informal dance last Wednesday evening, Feb. 8, at the Oak Hill Tennis Club in Pawtucket, with an estimated attendance of 200 persons at the affair. George Molen and his orchestra supplied the music for the occasion. Mrs. Ann Brindamour was chosen Queen of Hearts, with Barbara Maloney, Roberta Colgan, Peggee Carroll and Ann Maloney selected as her ladies in waiting.

Mr. Brindamour was crowned queen by Tom McDonald committee chairman of the affair.

Chairman McDonald was assisted in arranging the dance by William O'Brien, John French, and John P. McGrew.

Due to the success of the Wednesday night dance another dance is contemplated for the future.

Art Mooney

"Contained from Page 1) of other years. By this method a student can make his deposit and pay the remainder in installments.

All Junior Classters, Fingers McCarty urged, and asked to get their tickets or reserve their bids with a deposit before the first week of March when the other classes will be permitted to start buying tickets.

New Psychologist Believes that Dogs are Intelligental as Humans

By F. L. McPeake, 50

(With Apologies to Life Magazine)

A "dog's life" may be merely an inferiority attitudes, kleptomania, psychrophobia, persecution complexes, and other neurotic traits. Dogs have the same self-confidence as humans, but if they can't resolve their inner conflicts, if they can't adjust themselves to their environment, they become afflicted with any of one number of faulty traits, such as biting, which is something even more unpleasanter than many people believe.

The man responsible for the psychiatric study of dogs is Clarence Ellis Harbison, a dog trainer, authority and breeder of thirty years' experience who has now become the country's first dog psychologist.

Dr. Harbison tells of a dog, Himmelf, by name, brought to him for treatment. The dog, owned by orchestra leader Ruby Vallee, was suffering from claustrophobia. Regularly at eleven o'clock in the morning, Mr. Vallee went into a freeway trying to get out of Mr. Vallee's New York apartment. It seems that Valler left the apartment in the evening for a playing engagement at a hotel. The orchestra leader returned early in the evening, then slept till noon. During that time the dog was confined to the apartment. Mr. Vallee's diagnosis was simple: Himmel wanted to go to the men's room.

Dr. Harbison, in his study of disturbed dogs, has found that mismtreatment is often the issuer of all the poor. His remarks, however, leads one to believe that Mr. Harbison's long association with dogs has gone to his head. Astonishingly enough, he makes the statement that DOGS ARE AS INTELLIGENT AS HUMANS. Please, Mr. Harbison, not that the Rover and Fido as inteligent as we are! Impossible. It just can't be. Rover himself, won't believe that one.

In other news, a dog psychologist is thinking up the wrong thing when he makes that kind of statement. There's an insult somewhere Or. at least profound ignorance is at work. Either Mr. Harbison is bringing Rover up in our level or bringing us down to Rover's level. In either case, we don't like it.

This brings us to "you all equal! You're as good as anybody else!" which is dangerous enough when applied to the human race. Now, to add insult to injury, it's being extended into the canine kingdom. There's trouble enough in the world today as a result of trying to equalize everything without bringing the dogs into the game.

DOGS ARE NOT AS INTELLIGENT AS HUMANS; Mr. Harbison. Dogs are dogs and humans are dogs, and there is a real difference. Don't be a traitor. Mr. Harbison. Don't denounce, be human.
Springfield, but the Gymnasts have come a long way since then. In the last meeting of the two clubs, Providence walloped the boys from Long Island University, (rated sixth in the nation) by a 51-49 score. B. U., and M I T. Actually the two-mile relay team finished third behind Tufts, and the turnout exceeded all expectations despite rainy weather.

However, there is one sure spot in this meet for the Providence trackmen. The one-mile relay team, pride of Coach Harry Coates, was upset. And "upset" is the word. On the second leg, Capt. Gerry McGurkin tripped over a girl well behind the track. He bot his balance and fell, losing a 15-yard lead. Recovering, he passed the bain to Gerry Kallman, who valiantly tried to pick up some of the lost ground. John Casey, anchor-man, ran an incredible race to pick up about 30 yards and cop third place.

The other team entries were from colleges and universities where track has been a recognized sport for a period of time longer than Providence College is old. Nevertheless, the track Friars, under the coaching of Harry Coates are ahead of such schools as R. I. State, Boston University and Syracuse and for the third time qualified them for the New York AAU meet. Providence College Friars, seeking to get back on the win column after being victimized by their own poor shooting against Brown Saturday, will take on a strong St. Peters of New Jersey quintet tonight at the Mt. Pleasant gym.

Although their complete record is not available, it is known that they are a very strong team. The Friars are expected to put down a good showing in their respective heats, did not

Louvius Names Team of 23 Friar Boxers

The date for the Monogram Club sponsored Boxing Smoker has been determined. It will be held March 15, '50 on the Providence campus. The slate of competitors for the evening will be chosen from a group of stars who will be selected over a period of time.

The closing of entries to apply is a 23-man squad has been fixed for the boxing program.

In the featherweight division, John Uzzi, Richard McAllister, Walter Uzzi and John Bolvin are in preparation for the two bouts tentatively scheduled in the first program.

Anthony Alavarez, Arthur Delgi, Alfred Bolvin, Tommy Burnham, and Mahoney qualify for the second program. Approximate weights for the carp will be approximately 135 lbs. and 200 lbs.

The Providence Friars' basketball team started the week with a home game against Brown Tuesday night. Although they were victimized by their own poor shooting by the Friars, it was just one of those games in which the Friars play a much shorter time than their opponents, but they were not registered against Brown.

The Providence College Friars' basketball lost the lead temporarily at the end of the first half as the varsity which had McMullen, McGurkin, Kallman and Casey started to move. McGurkin fell for a girl and he was running the curve before the back stretch and it happened that a little girl who had apparently paid no heed to instruction received in school about crossing streets, walked out on the track in front of McGurkin. Gerry swung to the outside where he knew McGurkin was a good left hand and the rest of the race. Gerry caught the leader and finished in a fine job as he cut the distance to 30-22 at half time.

The Friars started the second half very slowly, and that is where they fell. The Friars started the second half very slowly, and that is where they fell. But the Friar basketball team and the Providence College Friars, seeking to get back on the win column after being victimized by their own poor shooting against Brown Saturday, will take on a strong St. Peters of New Jersey quintet tonight at the Mt. Pleasant gym. Providence Friars, seeking to get back on the win column after being victimized by their own poor shooting against Brown Saturday, will take on a strong St. Peters of New Jersey quintet tonight at the Mt. Pleasant gym.
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Poor Offense-Power
Lost Brown Game

By Dick Boesel

Sherry Comes Into Port

By JOHN SALESSES

After two years of preparation, the Providence College track team made its presence known in track circles as it gave an ex- cellent showing in placing third in the point totals at the New England Association of the Amateur Athletic Union indoor track and field championships held at the Cranston Armory last Wednesday night.

The other team entries were from colleges and universities where track has been a recognized sport for a period of time longer than Providence College is old. Nevertheless, the track Friars, under the coaching of Harry Coates are ahead of such schools as R. I. State, Boston University and Syracuse and for the third time qualified them for the New York AAU meet.

While many may say the times were a little slow, those who were there know that the opposite is true because of the conditions under which the events were run. The runners ran without benefit of a regular indoor board track with banks on the curves and all the usual thornies like "false starts" and "false shoes." This accomplished the showing of the Friars.

The Friar team are one of the leaders in the league and is well on its way to reaching the loop soon are: Holy Cross, Saint Francis of Brooklyn, Scranton, Le Moyne, Holy Cross, Rhode Island, Le Moyne, King's College, St. Bonaventure, Seton Hall, Dominican College, M. I. T., and the Eastern Catholic Intercollegiate Track League.

The purpose of the organization to bring a closer union among the track clubs. In the by-laws of its constitution the league states that any track club will play the majority of the members of the league so that a champion may be elected each year. This does not mean that Providence will play only one track team in the league. Other college track teams will remain on the Friar schedule.
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By Charlie Sakany

The P. C. Freshmen were uncanny in their two starts during the week. On Friday they met defeated at the hands of a Tournament Bound Attleboro High team by a 50-35 score and on Saturday night the spectacular shortunding of the Brown Cubs gave them a 66-59 victory. The latter contest at Marvel Gym, witnessed by one of the largest gatherings for a Freshman game, proved to be a contest displaying good shooting, fast play and snappy passing.

The Fred Josh were sparked by the fine passing and fast handling of Beaver Powers. Bodies setting up many plays. Beaver went on to collect 13 points on set shooting and driving lay up.

Coach Hal Martin gave the starting chances to Powers, Paul, Pendergrass, Kirby and Czup. This combination plus substitutes Quinn and Keating closely pursued the Brown Yeodlings during the first half, allowing them only a 6 point advantage at intermission.

The second half, in spite of the fine score, saw the P. C. Freshmen outplayed by their opponents. While playing good shooting, fast play and snappy passing,

St. Peter's . . .

A continuance of the fine play demonstrated on Saturday night should give P. C. a great success in their remaining games. The enthusiastic crowd showed great approval for this well reachected and talented group.

**Cranton Club Plans First Dance Friday Get CAP Uniforms**

The Flying Club held a meeting Tuesday evening, February 14, in room 300 of the science building, for the purpose of fitting the club members for CAP uniforms. The club is the first college flying club to be organized in affiliation with the CAP.

The dance is scheduled to get under way at 8:30 with all members invited to attend. A law was also passed at the late as January, at 8:00, at Bates Tavern in North Providence.

It is also hoped, said Forcier, that the dance will be the Cranston Club's introduction to the students and future activity at the college.

Chairman Forcier stated also that the dance will be informal with bids selling at $1.00 per couple. Bob Dusbensus and his orchestra have been hired to provide the music for dancing, which will take place from 8:30 to 12:30 A.M. Door prize presentations are scheduled as featured dances of the day.

Until this coming Friday tickets will be on sale in the rotunda every morning from 9:30 to 10:30. Tickets may also be purchased from club members.

**FlyingClub Members**
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Students Invited To C.W.A.C. Party

An informal party-dance will be held tomorrow night at the Pembroke College Field House at 8 p.m. The Catholic Women's Association of Rhode Island is sponsoring the affair to which are invited students from Providence College, R.I.C.C., Pembroke, Bryant, Salve Regina, and Brown.

The C.W.A.C. is composed of the International Relations Clubs of these schools. The goal of this organization is to bring the general student bodies are invited to attend the party-dance.

"Chances are there will be more girls than boys at the party unless the men of P.C. take advantage of this invitation for extra-curricular intercollegiate activity," Dan McDermott, '50, C.W.A.C. delegate from Providence College explained.

Admission at the door for the party-dance will be fifty cents, and, as Sullivan stated, the affair will be a good opportunity to exchange international relations views with the girls of R.I.C.C., Salve Regina, and Bryant.

Retreat . . .

For the plenary indulgence.

On Page 1

Catholic Conf. . . .

(Continued from Page 4)

of the three members of the board of directors. Application for recognition from the NACA has been made. As A. Bushnell, of the Eastern A.A.U. has already made formal recognition of this group.

One of the staunchest supporters for the formation of this Catholic League is Jack Butler, sports editor for the Brooklyn Tablet. For the past few years he has advocated such an organization for Catholic colleges and recently his dream came true.

The spirit of the new-born conference lies in the words of a spokesman of St. Francis College. He declared that St. Francis would make every attempt possible to schedule every team in the league even if the College were forced to play 30 games a year. More details and plans of Providence College in the league will appear in future editions of the COWL.

Ship & Scales Club

To Meet Monday, Feb. 22

The second annual Ship and Scales Club banquet will be held at Oates Tavern tomorrow night at seven o'clock, it was announced by Vincent A. Antilla, president of the club. The guest speaker will be Mr. Joseph A. O'Leary, 30, Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The entries for the dinner, which will cost two dollars and fifty cents per person, will be either ham or chicken depending on the response of the members to cards sent out to them. Fruit cup, soda de jour, ice cream and coffee will constitute the rest of the menu.

Brown Game . . .

(Continued from Page 4)

lost the game. Brown built up a 42-27 lead before Tom Orr entered the contest at the 6:35 mark. Upon his entrance, the P.C.'ers seemed to find themselves. Successive hoop by Weinstock, Orr, and Garcia, and then two free throws by Garcia, cut the margin to seven, 43-36, but the Bears were not to be denied. The teams traded baskets for the next few minutes, but the Bruins stood tall. The ball much more deliberately than before, forcing the Friars into committing fouls to gain possession. In the final two minutes, the Bruins maintained control of the ball, and were aided by the two-minute rule in building up its fourteen point margin, 62-48.

Loudhia . . .

(Continued from Page 4)

Lightweights in the welterweight class, Paul Flanigan, Bill Magee, James Cole, Oscar Peters, and Robert Ford in training are Mapes and Peters are veterans of last season's squad.

The middleweights are Bernard Melinn, Harvey Lupien, and Gerald Hamer. Among the heavyweights, Dick Duigran, and Vincent Callahan represent the lightweights. In the middleweights, Francis Keane and Leo McCarthy are the only entrants. Coach Bendet divided his team into one or possibly two more candidates to round out this division.

HOLIDAY

Next Wednesday, Feb. 22, 1950, is George Washington's birthday. It is also a school holiday; all classes for that day will be sus-

Advise Veterans On Forwarding of Mail

Veterans who are changing their places of residence were advised to-day by John L. Braysey, Manager of the Providence Regional Office of the Veterans Administration, that forwarding addresses left at the post-offices are good only for the forwarding of National Service Life Insurance special dividend checks. Such forwarding addresses cannot be used for delivery of checks for subsistence allowance, compensation and pension payments and other VA benefits.

"A veteran can assure expeditional handling of his mail," said Manager Braysey, "by filling out a change of address form at his nearest VA office, or, it is not convenient for him to visit the VA office, he can give notice of his change of address by letter. If he follows the latter course, he should furnish complete information giving his full name and old address, his claim or 'C' number, service or serial number, date of birth, and new address. Such complete information will prevent confusion in the event that the veteran's name is the same or similar to the names of other veterans."
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NACA Exams Open For Research Jobs

Applications are being accepted for Engineer, Chemist, Physicist, and Metallurgist positions paying $4,100 a year, in National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics laboratories in Virginia, California, and Ohio. The work of the NACA is primarily in research, and applications are wanted from persons interested in this kind of work.

To qualify, applicants must have had appropriate college education in the field for which they apply and, in addition, pass a written test. Detailed information and application forms may be obtained from most first and second class post offices, from Civil Service regional offices, or by writing to the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C., or to the Executive Secretary, Board of U. S. Civil Service Examiners, NACA, Langley Field, Virginia. Applications should be sent to the Executive Secretary at Langley Field, and must be received not later than Feb-

Mardi-Gras . . .

(Continued from Page 1)

Einherjar Academy of the Sacred Heart on Smith Street.

The Rev. Charles W. McKenna, O.P., Chaplain, expressed his gratitude for the devotion shown the Virgin, especially those who kept a vigil the night. He said that at any hour throughout the night there had been at least forty students in prayer.

There was a Marian Holy Hour at seven-thirty the previous evening. The chapel was filled during the hour of prayer held at nine by the college chapter of the Third Order of St. Dominic.

In a brief address, Magr. McGrath said that the world had received the message of Fatima and that those who wish to heed it must do penance. He cited prayer, especially the Rosary, as the wish to heed it must do penance. He cited prayer, especially the Rosary, as the wish to heed it must do penance.